
SPEAKER SERIES

OPEN MIC:
MARK WONNECK
GUEST HOST: JARRED ALBRIGHT
MARCH 25 | 2-4PM MST

After a warm-up with guest musician Mark Wonneck,  perform in
a safe and relaxed space with a group of people who love to sing
and play together.

No one has to face cancer alone.

For program info or to register go to www.wellspringcalgary.ca >
Public programs or call 1-866-682-3135

DIGITAL STORYTELLING
FILM FESTIVAL
HOST: MIKE LANG
MARCH 16 | 6-7:30 PM MST

In this series you will hear stories intensely
personal stories from cancer survivors and
supporters that are full of wisdom about living
well with, through, and beyond cancer. The
screening and discussions will be hosted by
cancer-survivor, researcher, and award-winning
filmmaker, Mike Lang.

LEGAL AND
EMPLOYMENT MATTERS
SPEAKER: KATHLEEN DOYLE-
LINDEN & KAREN TEREPOSKY
MARCH 14 | 7-8:30PM MST

Legal and HR specialists outline the impact an
absence from work can have on employment
relationships and clarify your legal rights. 

TIME WITH CINDY
HOST: CINDY LANG
MARCH 15 | 10-11:30 AM MST

Reflect on your experiences and share ways to
transcend the times of loss and suffering.
Stimulate thought in a safe haven for the
expression of emotions. 

RETHINKING MENTAL
HEALTH
SPEAKER: TIM NEUBAUER
MARCH 8 | 6:30-8PM MST

Over the past several years we have experienced
challenges to our mental health and wellbeing.
This workshop will help to broaden your
understanding of mental health and show you
how to build positive supports that strengthen
both personal and collective wellbeing.

HOUSE MUSIC:
TIM WILLIAMS: ROOTS & BLUES
MARCH 18 | 7-8:15PM MST

Tim Williams began his career in the coffee houses, folk music
nightclubs, and college concert circuits in Southern California. His
playing was informed and inspired by many of the great folk and
blues guitarists re-discovered during the 1960s folk music boom,
many of whom he had the opportunity to learn from.

WELLSPRING CALGARY

March 2022 | Free & open to the public

Wellspring Calgary is a proud charitable organization serving Calgary and all of southern Alberta. Charitable Reg. #809013675 RR0001

LIVING YOUR BEST LIFE WITH &
BEYOND CANCER
SPEAKER: DR. DEAN RUETHER
MARCH 23 | 6-7:30PM MST

A diagnosis of cancer changes your life in an instant. Doctors’
appointments. Biopsies. Scans and blood tests. Surgery. Radiation
therapy. With all of this comes the physical, psychological and social
changes that are a consequence of cancer and its treatment. A sense
of betrayal. A sense of loss. How can my body do this to me? Did I do
something wrong? Let’s talk about some things you can do to regain
some control.

CARE TO SHARE? HOW TO
COMMUNICATE BEST WITH THE
PEOPLE WHO MATTER MOST
LIVING YOUR BEST WITH ADVANCED, METASTATIC,
CHRONIC OR NON-CURABLE CANCER
SPEAKER: DANA MALE, PH.D.
MARCH 31 | 7-8:30PM MST

Learn more about ways to improve feelings of connection,
understanding, and appreciation in your relationships, tips for
difficult conversations, and how to get what you need from the
people who can and want to help like your friends, family, and
healthcare team.


